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Sharmooz now offers customers enhanced feature of the convertible scarf wrap

Sharmooz enhanced Convertible Scarf Wrap offers the modern woman an opportunity to wrap their hair in
different stylish ways. The original design now has a silicone grip within the top hood portion of the wrap
for better secure fit while wearing.

Aug. 14, 2011 - PRLog -- Sharmooz Los Angeles offers customers an enhanced “Convertible Scarf Wrap”.
 Sharmooz Los Angeles debuted in November 2007 offering unique products filled with style and
sophistication!  The first Sharmooz Los Angeles products were developed for babies to protect their
precious little head.  The “Satin Baby Sharmooz” offers the infant with stunted hair growth the nurturing
ability to start growth in that particular problem area.   Sharmooz Los Angeles prides the company’s
success on its stellar reputation and customer base worldwide!   Sharmooz Los Angeles has many health
friendly products, must have fashion accessories and even that little black dress that allows every woman
that since of comfort!  Sharmooz Los Angeles releases the enhanced “Convertible Scarf Wrap” now and
has a vision to impact many people with upcoming product launches. 

Sharmooz Los Angeles enhanced “Convertible Scarf Wrap” offers the modern woman or even young girl
an opportunity to wrap their hair in different ways.  The original design now has a silicone grip within the
top hood portion of the wrap for better secure fit while wearing.  This new "no-slip" feature will add more
coverage while sleeping, less likely to fall off and great for bad hair and rainy days to add style and flair to
your outfit.  Sharmooz Los Angeles provides products that fit in the lifestyles of many from infancy to
adulthood!  Sharmooz Los Angeles provides cutting edge quality fabrics and provides each customer with
unbeatable comfort.   This enhancement to the Scarf Wrap raises the bar in so many ways for our
customers, said Ann T. Tillage Chief Executor to Sharmooz Los Angeles.   The customers of Sharmooz Los
Angeles will become fans instantly with this product enhancement making it a difference maker in their
daily lives.

For information about http://www.sharmooz.com, to contact company operations or to reserve media
appearances with Ann Tillage, please contact Lanzer M. Robinson at 504-303-1929 or via email at
lanzer@4lrpr.com.

# # #

Sharmooz provides a proven method of stopping hair damage and dry skin. Supported by medical and hair
professionals, The Sharmooz line offers premium quality satin pillowcases and other satin products for
re-hydration and protection of the hair and skin.
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